Aseptico’s Premium Rubber Dam is made from high-quality, pure natural latex. This shield of protection is necessary in the dental practice to control the transmission of infectious diseases. With the growing awareness of this problem, the demand for the safety and protection of you, your staff, and your patients is critical.

Instructions:

1) Use template and pen to mark the rubber dam for tooth positioning.
2) Punch hole(s) in dam and place over tooth (teeth) involved, exposing tooth through hole punched in dam or any other placement method you prefer. Place appropriate clamp on tooth.
3) Place frame* over dam with contour toward face. Secure dam in place by stretching dam over prongs in frame, starting at the corners, making necessary adjustments.
4) When procedure is complete, discard rubber dam, steam autoclave frame according to instructions provided by manufacturer of sterilization equipment and save frame for re-use.

Note: When using this rubber dam technique and a radiograph is necessary, you must remove frame. After radiograph is taken, frame may be secured again.

Package Contains:
• 36 Premium 6” X 6” latex rubber dam sheets
• Instruction sheet
* Frame sold separately
PREMIUM RUBBER DAM

• PROVIDES DRY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

• PROTECTS AGAINST POSSIBLE CROSS-CONTAMINATION

• EFFECTIVE BARRIER FROM ACCIDENTAL ASPIRATION OR INGESTION OF FOREIGN OBJECTS